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proudly displayed to us as his own handiwork. He had
planted the palms in a pool belonging to a cousin, and they
had been engaged in a dispute as to their respective rights in
the resultant harvest. The raven had been the sole occupant
of the garden on our arrival and 'Ali had secured it, while I
had christened it Suwaiyid, a diminutive form of the name
Suwid which itself means * black '. Unfortunately he only
survived a day or two when he died to become a specimen.
Animal life had been disappointing at Jabrin. To the
Painted Ladies already mentioned should be added a few
moths taken at night and fewer solitary locusts. I had been
surprised to see no sign of sandgrouse in a locality apparently
so favourable, but we were to see none all through the
journey until we came to Sulaiyil. A few small birds there
were and some ravens with a hare or two and a few Jerboas,
but otherwise there was nothing but tracks. Since leaving
Jabrin the latter had become more plentiful, and three hares
in one day proved to be as good a bag as could be expected in
the droughty desert. Fox, hyena and bustard were among the
creatures that had left signs of their passage but we saw none
of them, and the nearest we got to one was next day when at
Bir ibn Juhaiyim we saw the pug-marks of a hyena quite
fresh upon the sands. It had evidently visited the well in
the hope of finding water spilled at its side and had retired
disappointed on finding the mouth closed.
The pleasantest surprise of this first day, however, was
brought in by Humaid who had found the fragments of a
complete ostrich egg in the sand. They all agreed that the
egg must have been laid and hatched in situ, but that was
certainly long ago as the ostrich is generally believed to be
extinct in these parts. I have never seen one, said 'Ali, but
my father, who is now an old man though still able to carry
and use a rifle, has shot them in this desert. That may be
forty years ago but earlier than my earliest memories. At
many places in the desert before us we were to find small
fragments of the shell from comparatively recent hatchings,
and others, polished by sand and wind, relics of a possibly pre-
historic antiquity, for Dr. Lowe of the British Museum has
detected among my collection a fragment that he attributes

